
Get patients to the next step with fewer phone calls and headaches. LumaBot, Luma’s web-based, actionable 
chatbot, has the convenience of instant messaging and the power of your Luma workflows. It helps staff and 
patients take care of more, so you can do more with less.

LumaBot
Power of the Platform
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Taking care of healthcare needs 
When a patient needs help, they don’t want to wait on hold or struggle with an automated bot that’s all words 
and no action. LumaBot taps into the power of the full Luma platform and its EHR integration to get them to  
the next step.

LumaBot empowers patients to:

Schedule a new appointment.

Cancel or reschedule an appointment.

Request an Rx refill.

Get directions or answers to FAQs.

Ask staff a question. 

Complete COVID-19 screening.

FOR PATIENTS



Ready to learn more about LumaBot?
Schedule a call with us at info@lumahealth.io.

LumaBot frees up time by:

LumaBot does more because it’s powered by more: 

Out-of-the-box languages: 
English, Spanish, Portuguese

Reaching more patients

Actions across the Luma Health platform 

Configurable chatflows

Integration with your EHR schedule 

No double-documentation

Insights from the patient record  

More informed staff

Taking care of business  
With full schedules inside the clinic walls and a full plate of patient needs outside the walls, staff and clinicians 
have more tasks than hours in the day. LumaBot takes on routine tasks for them.
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Triaging questions or requests that need 
follow-up to a queue for later.

Reducing phone calls during clinic hours  
and voicemails after hours. 

Pulling in the patient’s history, so calling  
back is more efficient.

Taking care of common patient requests. 

FOR STAFF


